[Thermosensitive vector derived from RP1 plasmid for detection of transposable elements].
The involvement of the transposable DNA element of E. coli K12 chromosome in integrative recombination of RP1 plasmid was studied. Using temperature sensitive for replication plasmid RP1ts12--the derivative of RP1 which contains mutated transposon Tnl, it was shown that integration of RP1 into host chromosome and Hfr formation may occur according to a mechanism mediated by chromosome IS-elements. Plasmids that are desintegrated from the chromosome of these Hfrs contain discrete DNA segments (IS-elements) and possess elevated frequency of integration into chromosome of rec+ cells. The latter was used for selection of RP1ts12 recombinants carrying chromosome IS. For identification of IS involved in RP1 integration the number of independent RP1ts 12 recombinants was subjected to restriction and heteroduplex analysis. By analysing recombinants integrated into bacterial chromosome with frequency 5 X 10(-3), a new IS-element of E. coli K12 designated IS111 was discovered. IS111-element is about 1500bp of length, contains Smal, Pst1 and BamH1 restriction endonuclease sites and was found in the same position on the plasmid RP1 in two different orientations. IS-elements that have been revealed in a number of other RP1ts12 recombinants were preliminary identified as IS1-like elements. One recombinants plasmid was found to have an IS5-like elements. The activity of IS-elements inserted into RP1ts12 in recA-dependent integrative recombination was estimated. From the data of absolute and relative RP1ts12 integration frequencies mediated by IS111, IS1- and IS5-like elements a conclusion was made about the absence of E. coli K12 chromosome IS-elements in RP1 plasmid. The Hfr-formation and chromosomal gene transfer by recombinant plasmids RP1ts12: IS111 were studied. The possibility to use insertion RP1ts12 derivatives for the estimation of copies number, mapping and definition of orientation of IS-elements in bacterial chromosome and the possibilities for detection of transposable DNA elements using RP1ts12 in a wide range of gram-negative bacteria are discussed.